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When I was eight years old, I volunteered on my first political 

campaign. The year was 1972 (pause here to do the math), and the 

candidate was George McGovern. Those of you old enough to recall, 

and/or students of 20th Century America, know what happened next. 

Our guy lost. But I was a big winner because the experience of being 

engaged in our Democracy at that young age, and aspirations for a 

better, fairer society, were sparked in me and flourish to this day. 

Indeed, I have spent a lifetime in service to others, pursuing a vision of 

equity and social justice. A few years later after the McGovern debacle, armed with a Political Science 

degree from UCLA and a Masters in Journalism from Northwestern, I launched into the workforce and 

spent the first five years of my career working as a reporter, writer, and editor. And while I loved the 

power of the pen, I realized that I wanted to use that power to prescribe, inspire, and activate, not just 

inform. I wanted to tell a story and be part of a movement. As such, I moved from journalism to the 

change sector where I used my skills and training to make the case for transformative theories of 

change, seeking to influence policy, public opinion, and the provision of resources in support of 

redressing society’s imbalances and shrinking the wealth and equity gap.  

For 25 years, I have worked in fundraising and philanthropy, strategic planning, board and volunteer 

engagement, research and evaluation. I have worked for agencies as varied as the ACLU to the Boy 

Scouts of America, and issues ranging from investigative journalism to prisoner recidivism. And two 

years ago I joined all of you in this powerful work of increasing economic access for those locked out of 

traditional capital flows. And I must say, I have fallen in love. 

As the VP of Philanthropy, Investments, and Strategic Partnerships for DreamSpring (formerly Accion 

serving Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico & Texas), I have the privilege every day of telling the 

story of entrepreneurship as the most powerful path out of poverty in America today. I have the honor 

of working alongside my colleagues in fair and affordable housing fostering access to another part of the 

American Dream – home ownership and housing stability. I believe I am engaged in the work I was put 

here on earth to do, with fellow travelers who feel the same. That’s all of you. 

I am running for the OFN Board because I have proven uniquely effective in making the case for CDFI 

mission-based lending. I have moved minds and dollars into our space – raising $5.7 million for 

DreamSpring last year – and want to do that for OFN – and all of those we aim to help. As a woman in 

the 50’s (note, math above), I am aware of certain stumbling blocks we deal with all our lives, and others 

we “grow” into. As doors close, windows must open, and where they have always been shut, we must 

bust them down. I am committed to OFN, to ambitious change-making, and I promise to bring to the 

Board my contagious enthusiasm, my experience and passion for policy and politics (especially in an 

election year!), and am ready to tell the CDFI story far and wide so we become the lenders of choice for 

those who need us most. 

Thank you for considering what you need from OFN and that I can be part of delivering that to you! 

You get three votes for the OFN Board – I need only one. ☺  
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